“This 182-centimeter tall, blonde raconteur with the mile-wide smile has been wowing audiences worldwide with his high-octane, one-of-a-kind performances! He magically plucks laughter with rhythm and timing fit for an athlete!”

-Nikkei Asian Review

“Tightly controlled physical theatre! Deft choreography of body language and intonation! And it’s also drop-dead funny!”

-Metropolis, Japan

“Charming! Engaging! Charismatic! There is a sense of joy in everything Sunshine does!”

-Broadway Baby, United Kingdom

“Sunshine is a great hope! I take my hat off to him!”

-NHK News, Japan

“Lovely! Intense! A one-man sitcom! How can we resist?”

-CTV TV Montreal, Canada

“Canadian adds hint of hoser to ancient Japanese comedy!”

-Globe and Mail, Canada

“Sunshine is a pioneer and ambassador! A huge star!”

-Vivascene, Canada

7pm Wednesday April 1st
Theatre 1, Manning Clark Centre, Building 26A Union Court, ANU Charity Performance
Entry by donation - proceeds to AJS Tohoku Youth Program